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MUST SELL - Pool Commercial Construction Business
For Sale! $7M + Contracts For 23/24!
For over two decades, this esteemed family-owned pool construction company has been at the
forefront of Sydney's residential and commercial pool industry. With a reputation built on meticulous
craftsmanship and unparalleled quality, they have become the preferred choice for Australia's elite
developers. Their financial performance speaks volumes, boasting a turnover of $12M in 2022 with
projections reaching $15M in 2023. The company's robust contract portfolio, combined with a
promising $30M pipeline and a commendable 30% conversion rate, positions it as a lucrative
investment opportunity. This business isn't just about constructing pools; it's about continuing a legacy
of excellence in a thriving market.

�� Sydney's Elite Pool Construction Company Awaits Your Leadership ��

Why This Business Stands Out:

Two Decades of Excellence: A family-owned legacy, this company has been crafting bespoke pools for
Sydney and its environs for over 20 years.
Masters of the Craft: Recognised as industry leaders in both residential and commercial pool sectors,
their reputation for quality and precision is unparalleled.
Preferred by the Best: Hand-selected by Australia's top developers, they are the go-to commercial pool
builders, and a dominant force in the residential market.
Stellar Financial Performance: With a turnover of $12M in 2022 and an anticipated $15M in 2023, this
business is on an upward trajectory.
Profitability Assured: Impressive profits of $800k in 2022 and a projected $700k in 2023 showcase the
business's robust financial health.
Pipeline Promise: Current contracts worth $7M, a potential pipeline of $30M, and an average
conversion rate of 30% indicate a bright future.
What's On Offer?

Reputation: A brand synonymous with quality, assurance, and unmatched deliverability.
Client Loyalty: A high referral rate from long-term clients, ensuring a steady stream of projects.
Brand Exposure: Exceptional brand visibility in the NSW region, amplifying business reach and
potential.
The Opportunity:
This is more than just a business sale; it's an invitation to continue a legacy of excellence. With a
seasoned team of pool construction experts and a systematic business approach, the foundation is set
for continued growth and success.
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Dive into a Future of Prosperity!
Harness the potential of one of Sydney's top-performing pool construction companies. Whether you're
an industry veteran or an entrepreneur with a vision, this business offers a golden opportunity to make
waves in the pool construction sector.

�� Secure Your Future. Own Sydney's Pool Construction Crown Jewel. ��

Reach out now to explore this unmatched business opportunity!
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